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INTRODUCTION 
Furnaces work best when they are properly sized. One of the inherent challenges with sizing a 

replacement furnace to fit a house is that contractors often specify an oversized furnace with the adage 

that “bigger is better”. I was faced with this situation when one company said the furnace I was replacing 

was likely too big. So I decided to do some calculations, i.e. write a program to figure out if what he was 

saying was true. Why is an oversized furnace problematic? Well it turns out that an oversize furnace may 

spend a large portion of its running hours in the “warming up” phase. Once it reaches the appropriates 

temperature, the thermostat is satisfied, and the furnace shuts itself off. This cycling on and off quickly 

can ultimately affect the lifespan of the furnace.

So what is involved in calculating the size of a furnace? Firstly, a number of variables are needed: 

(i) furnace efficiency (%)

(ii) the gas consumption for the months December to March (cubic metres)

(iii) the non-heating gas consumption. 

It also requires data on something called heating degree days (HDD). Heating Degree Days (HDD) are a 

measure of the amount of heat energy which is required to maintain a residence or building at a 

comfortable temperature of approximately 18°C and are therefore an estimate of the heating 

requirements at a location. The heating degree days for a particular day are computed as the difference 

between the base temperature 18°C and the daily mean outdoor air temperature. If the daily mean air 

temperature is above 18°C, there are no heating degree days for that day. This data is generally available 

online1.

The process of calculating the size of a furnace is derived from a study undertaken by Canada Mortgage 

and Housing Corporation2 (CMHC).

1. Calculate gas consumption for heating

2. Calculate HDD for the period

3. Calculate heating consumption vs. degree days (m3/HDD)

4. Calculate heating consumption per day (m3/day)

5. Calculate heat loss (in megajoules per hour)

6. Convert heat loss to kW and BTU (British thermal units)

For these calculations the following extra information is needed:

• The energy content of gas = 37.5 MJ/m3

• The conversion from megajoules to kilowatts, 3.6 MJ/h = 1 kW

• The conversion from kilowatts to BTU, 1 kW = 3412.14 BTU/hr
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1 climate.weather.gc.ca "Climate Data Online", "Daily Data"

2 “Proper Retrofit Furnace Sizing”, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, June 2003, Tech. 
Series 03-109



• The “design” temperature (minimum temperature for winter) - for Toronto this is -20°C

Of course this provides a rough guidelines. To calculate a truly accurate value would require information 

about (i) local climate conditions, (ii) the size and number of windows that let in heat from the sun, (iii) 

existing insulation levels of the home, and (iv) known air exchange rate of the home.
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EXAMPLE
So let’s consider an example. The total gas consumption for a semi-detached house from December 

(2012) to March (2013) is 765m3 of natural gas (furnace, gas stove, tankless hot water). If we calculate what 

is used in the summer months (gas stove, tankless hot water, BBQ), it gives a rough estimate of non-

heating gas consumption - roughly 22m3 per month, or 88m3. So heating gas consumption is 765-88 = 

677m3. The efficiency of the furnace is 95%.

The HDD for December 2012 to March 2013 are: 535.2, 645.4, 628.8, and 554.7 = 2364.1

The heating consumption vs. HDD = 677 / 2364.1 = 0.2864  m3/HDD

A design temperature of -20C for Toronto = 18 + 20 = 38 HDD/day

Heating consumption at 38 HDD/day = 38(HDD/day)(0.2864 m3/HDD) = 10.88 m3/day

Heat loss at 38 HDD/day = (10.88 m3/day)(37.5 MJ/m3)(95/100) = 387.6 MJ/day or 16.15 MJ/hour

Convert this to kW = 16.15 / 3.6 = 4.486 kW

this heat loss would require a furnace that produces 4.486 kW which equals 15,307 BTU 

1 kilowatt = 3412.14 BTU/hour

Allowable oversizing is 40% = 4.486 * 1.4 = 6.28 kW (21,430 BTU)

So the furnace installed was a 2-stage, 95% efficient furnace with 32,000/46,000 BTU. Assuming it works 

most of the time at stage 1, then 95% of 32,000 BTU is 30,400 BTU. The furnace is therefore 42% larger 

than required.

This example gives you the back algorithm for calculating the furnace size.
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THE ALGORITHM
The algorithm is fairly straight-forward and can be lifted from the process described by CMHC.

1. Store static data:

1.1. Store HDD from December to March.

1.2. Store design temperature.

1.3. Store coefficient for energy content of gas = 37.5 MJ/m3

1.4. Store coefficient for conversion from megajoules to kilowatts, 3.6 MJ/h = 1 kW (3.6)

1.5. Store coefficient for conversion from kilowatts to BTU, 1 kW = 3412.14 BTU/hr

2. Prompt user for furnace efficiency.

3. Prompt user for the total gas consumption for the period December to March.

4. Prompt user for the average non-heating gas consumption:

4.1.  Average gas consumption from June to September.

5. Calculate gas consumption for heating.

5.1. Subtract non-heating gas consumption from total gas consumption.

6. Calculate m3 gas per HDD.

6.1. Divide result from 4.1 by HDD = m3/HDD

7. Calculate HDD for the period.

7.1. HDD per day = 18 + design temperature.

8. Calculate heating consumption vs. degree days (m3/HDD)

8.1. (m3/day) = (HDD/day) × (m3/HDD)

9. Calculate heat loss (in megajoules per hour)

9.1. MJ/day = (m3/day) × (MJ/m3) × (furnace efficiency)

9.2. MJ/hour = MJ/day / 24

10. Convert heat loss to kW and BTU (British thermal units)

10.1.kW/hour = MJ/hour / 3.6

10.2.BTU/hour = (kW/hour) × 3412.14

11. Calculate oversizing.

11.1.(BTU/hour) × 1.4

12. Output required furnace size in (BTU/hour).
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THE PROGRAM

#include <stdio.h>
#define gasE 37.5 // Energy content of gas MJ/m3
#define MJ2kW 3.6 // 3.6 MJ/h = 1 kW
#define kW2BTU 3412.14 // 1 kW = 3412.14 BTU/hr
#define maxWintemp -20.0

int main (int argc, const char * argv[])
{
    double furnaceE, hdd, gasC, nonHgasC, gasHeatC;
    double hcdd, Cday, heatL, heatL_BTU, maxHDD;

    // Calculate the total HDD for the period December 2012 to March 2013
    hdd = 535.2 + 645.4 + 628.8 + 554.7;

    printf("Furnace efficiency (%%): ");
    scanf("%lf", &furnaceE);
    printf("Gas consumption Dec->Mar (cubic metres): ");
    scanf("%lf", &gasC);
    printf("Non-heating consumption (cubic metres): ");
    scanf("%lf", &nonHgasC);

    // Calculate maximum HDD per day.
    maxHDD = 18.0 - maxWintemp;

    // Calculate heating gas consumption for the heating period
    gasHeatC = gasC - nonHgasC;

    // Calculate heating consumption by degree days (m^3/HDD)
    hcdd = gasHeatC / hdd;

    // Calculate gas consumption, m^3/day
    Cday = maxHDD * hcdd;

    // Calculate heat loss
    heatL = Cday * gasE * (furnaceE/100.0);
    printf("Heat loss = %.2f MJ/day\n", heatL/24.0);

    // Calculate heat loss in BTU/hour
    heatL_BTU = ((heatL/24.0) / MJ2kW) * kW2BTU;
    printf("          = %.2f BTU/hr\n", heatL_BTU);

    // Calculate furnace size 40% larger
    printf("Furnace size = %.2f BTU/hr\n", heatL_BTU*1.4);

    return 0;
}
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There is nothing intrinsically difficult about this program. It is pretty much a straight-forward linear 

algorithm. There isn’t even any defensive coding, but that’s okay - it can be added later.

Here is an execution of the program:

! Furnace efficiency (%): 90
! Gas consumption Dec->Mar (cubic metres): 1700
! Non-heating consumption (cubic metres): 230
! Heat loss = 33.23 MJ/day
!           = 31493.58 BTU/hr
! Furnace size = 44091.01 BTU/hr

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE PROGRAM?

Nothing, it works. The problem is that the information for the HDD for the period Dec to Mar is 

hardcoded into the program.  Obviously, the user may not know what the specific data is, and the best 

way to deal with it (at least initially) is to store it in the program. There’s nothing wrong with this per-say, 

however the data in this program is only for 2012/2013. Ten years from now, this may not reflect climatic 

norms - or 2012/2013 may have been a warmer winter. Get this data wrong, and the furnace could be 

oversized, or undersized.

Is there a better way to store this data in the program?  The first question of course is to ask what sort of 

data could be used? Environment Canada provides a database of HDD values for every year, so there are 

a number of options.

1. Only provide data for the previous year (the current year cannot be used due to incomplete data).

2. Provide data for the worst-case winter, e.g. coldest winter in the past 10 years.

3. Provide averaged data for the past n winters.

4. Provide data for n winters, and allow the user to select.

Obviously option (1) may severely limit the effectiveness of the program, especially if the previous winter 

was warmer than average. Option (2) may have the opposite effect, especially if the winter was an 

anomaly leading to an oversized furnace. Option (3) may be the most reasonable option, averaging over 

the past 10 years. Finally option (4) seems like a good idea, but the user has no real clue what the data 

includes, so it may best to avoid this option.

Averaging the data for the past 10 years seems like a reasonable idea. So where is this data in the 

program? Again there are a number of options. Let’s consider the data again. The Environment Canada 

database provides HDD values for most major towns in Canada - so this data will be different for each 

town. The existing program will only work for Toronto - making it less than useful as a generic app - and 

noone wants to create a new version of the program for every town. In an ideal program, the user could 

select the appropriate locale, and the program would use that data. 
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Is the data obtained remotely, or stored in a local database? In an ideal world, the program would 

automatically update statistics once a year. If the program were an app, it would update itself regularly, so 

storing data locally would not be a problem. The data is not *so* dynamic that it needs weekly updates.  

THE DATA AND THE DATA STRUCTURE

What’s the best way of storing the data? Here’s what the data looks like:

December January February March

2004-2005 605.7 724.8 566.8 569.6

2005-2006 626.5 523.2 570.7 482.8

2006-2007 469.0 609.4 696.0 513.8

2007-2008 594.6 584.4 622.7 568.3

2008-2009 614.9 774.9 559.8 494.3

2009-2010 590.5 686.9 561.9 384.0

2010-2011 643.7 719.7 609.9 534.7

2011-2012 496.6 576.2 496.2 334.2

2012-2013 465.7 588.5 587.9 515.0

2013-2014 637.2 649.3 677.4 619.2

What’s the best way of storing this data? It is essentially a piece of two dimensional data - years in one-

dimension, months in the other. At each point in the matrix, is the HDD for the month in the particular 

year. So store the “matrix” data in a 2D array, with 10 rows, and 4 columns. In C, a 2D can be created in 

the following manner:

! double hdd[10][4];
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STORING THE DATA

Now the structure exists, the data has to be stored in it. The easiest way of doing this is to initialize the 

array with the data when it is declared.

! double hddyrs[10][4] = {{605.7, 724.8, 566.8, 596.6},
                           {626.5, 523.2, 570.7, 482.8},
                           {496.0, 609.4, 696.0, 513.8},
                           {594.6, 584.4, 622.7, 568.3},
                           {614.9, 774.9, 559.8, 494.3},
                           {590.5, 686.9, 561.9, 384.0},
                           {643.7, 719.7, 609.9, 534.7},
                           {496.6, 576.2, 496.2, 334.2},
                           {465.7, 588.5, 587.9, 515.0},
                           {637.2, 649.3, 677.4, 619.2}};

This array, hddyrs, now contains ten years worth of HDD data for December through to March. Note that 

this is static data, meaning that it can’t be modified (well, unless it is edited).

Now the array can be inserted into the program. But where? It could be placed as a global variable, or 

within the main function as a local variable. The idea behind the data is to take an average HDD over all 

10 years. In the first instance, the array will be situated in the main function.

CALCULATING THE AVERAGE

After defining the array, the average has to be calculated - this is achieved by summing the averages 

calculated in each of the columns. To do this use a pair of nested loops - here is the code:

    double mthSum;
    int i, j;

    hdd = 0.0;
    for (j=0; j<4; j=j+1)
    {
        mthSum = 0.0;
        for (i=0; i<10; i=i+1)
            mthSum = mthSum + hddyrs[j][i];
        hdd = hdd + mthSum/10.0;
    }

The outer loop (index variable j) cycles through each of the columns (months) of the array. The inner loop 

(index variable i) passes through each row of the column currently being examined, summing each of the 

values. At the end of the loop, the summed value (mthSum) is divided by 10, and the result is added to 

the cumulative tally (hdd). Three new variables have been created, two for loop indices, one to hold the 

tally for the monthly sums.
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See listing: furnace2.c

A STEP FURTHER - MODULARIZATION

The issue now is that the program itself is getting quite crowded. It would be better to take the code that 

was just added and modularize it into a function. Here is the function:

double average_hdd(void)
{
    double mthSum, hdd;
    int i, j;

    // Matrix of data from December to March 2004/2005 to 2013/2014
    double hddyrs[10][4] = {{605.7, 724.8, 566.8, 596.6},
                            {626.5, 523.2, 570.7, 482.8},
                            {496.0, 609.4, 696.0, 513.8},
                            {594.6, 584.4, 622.7, 568.3},
                            {614.9, 774.9, 559.8, 494.3},
                            {590.5, 686.9, 561.9, 384.0},
                            {643.7, 719.7, 609.9, 534.7},
                            {496.6, 576.2, 496.2, 334.2},
                            {465.7, 588.5, 587.9, 515.0},
                            {637.2, 649.3, 677.4, 619.2}};

    // Calculate the average HDD over 10 year period
    hdd = 0.0;
    for (j=0; j<4; j=j+1)
    {
        mthSum = 0.0;
        for (i=0; i<10; i=i+1)
            mthSum = mthSum + hddyrs[j][i];
        hdd = hdd + mthSum/10.0;
    }
    return hdd;
}

The code is exactly as is appeared in main, except it is now within the wrapper of a function named 

average_hdd. The functions parameters are void (there are none), and it returns a single value, hdd. The 

function is called in the following manner in main:

    hdd = average_hdd();

The variable hdd is assigned the value calculated in the function average_hdd.

See listing: furnace3.c
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A STEP EVEN FURTHER - ALLOWING USER INPUT

Now imagine if the program were extended to allow the user to a select how many years back to 

calculate the average from. Then the function would be modified to take one value as input - the number 

of years (n_yrs).

double average_hdd(int n_yrs)
{
    double mthSum, hdd;
    int i, j;

    // Matrix of data from December to March 2004/2005 to 2013/2014
    double hddyrs[10][4] = {{605.7, 724.8, 566.8, 596.6},
                            {626.5, 523.2, 570.7, 482.8},
                            {496.0, 609.4, 696.0, 513.8},
                            {594.6, 584.4, 622.7, 568.3},
                            {614.9, 774.9, 559.8, 494.3},
                            {590.5, 686.9, 561.9, 384.0},
                            {643.7, 719.7, 609.9, 534.7},
                            {496.6, 576.2, 496.2, 334.2},
                            {465.7, 588.5, 587.9, 515.0},
                            {637.2, 649.3, 677.4, 619.2}};

    // Calculate the average HDD over a period of lastNyrs 
    // from the current year
    hdd = 0.0;
    for (j=0; j<4; j=j+1)
    {
        mthSum = 0.0;
        for (i=9; i>=10-n_yrs; i=i-1)
            mthSum = mthSum + hddyrs[j][i];
        hdd = hdd + mthSum/n_yrs;
    }
    return hdd;
}

The function has one input parameter, n_yrs. Two other modifications have to be made. The first is in the 

inner for loop - the loop changes from i=0⇾9 to i=9⇾10-n_yrs, by modifying the starting value and  

terminating condition. The original loop summed from 2004/2005 to 2013/2014 - the new loop must cycle 

backwards from 2013/2014, n_yrs number of years. The second is the calculation of the average - here the 

value 10 is replaced by the value n_yrs.
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In the main program, the following code is added:

    int years;

    printf("How many years to calculate HDD average? ");
    scanf("%d", &years);
    if (years >= 1 && years <= 10)
        hdd = average_hdd(years);
    else
        hdd = average_hdd(10);

The value, years, entered by the user is first checked to see if it is in the range 1 to 10 - if it is then the 

value is passed to the function average_hdd, otherwise the function is called with the value 10, defaulting 

to the 10-year average.

Now compiling and running the program gives:

! How many years to calculate HDD average? 5
! Furnace efficiency (%): 80
! Gas consumption Dec->Mar (cubic metres): 2000
! Non-heating consumption (cubic metres): 300
! Heat loss = 33.78 MJ/day
!           = 32018.42 BTU/hr
! Furnace size = 44825.79 BTU/hr

See listing: furnace4.c
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